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Graffiti territories in New Basford

This map shows all readable instances of graffiti within the area. The graffiti is categorized by subjects that are represented by colours. Those authors (and two subjects) that appear regularly have been mapped to show the territory they cover. All mispellings and use of upper and lower case are direct transcriptions of graffiti.

Key

- Yellow: graffiti on trees
- Blue: graffiti on bus stops
- Red: graffiti on trains
- Pink: graffiti on roads
-紫色: graffiti on streets
- Green: graffiti on houses
- Orange: graffiti on shops
- Grey: graffiti on other public spaces

Subjects

- Black: graffiti on people
- Pink: graffiti on friends
- Green: graffiti on left
- Blue: graffiti on right
- Red: graffiti on lower case
- Purple: graffiti on upper case

Territories

- Yellow: graffiti on trees
- Blue: graffiti on bus stops
- Red: graffiti on trains
- Pink: graffiti on roads
- Purple: graffiti on streets
- Green: graffiti on houses
- Orange: graffiti on shops
- Grey: graffiti on other public spaces
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